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Geauga Bow and Outdoor Sports in Middle� eld, Ohio 
are seen here talking with Kevin Grimes, Trey Whiddon 
and David McDaniel of Advanced Treestand Technologies 
about the stands.

� e Smackdown uses a dual integrated ratchet system. 
� is means you thread the heavy-duty straps through the 
ratchet rods built into the stem, then tighten the straps by 
hand and using the ratchet tool stored under the seat of the 
treestand. You can change the pitch of the seat, lower it and 
raise it; the stand adjusts in three di� erent places in case 
you have a really curvy tree. � e only di� erence between the 
two stands is that the Tagout uses traditional ratchet straps 
to attach the stem to the tree and is a little more economical. 
Wheelington said the seat and platform are interchange-
able, so you can buy the Smackdown stand and use it with 
additional Tagout stems or vice versa. � e stands are TMA 
certi� ed. Both stands are available in camo and brown. In 
order to contact the Arizona company, call (870) 725-2024.

Hobson Insurance’s specialty is insuring the sporting 
goods industry. Located in Montana, Hobson writes busi-
ness nationally. � e company provides special programs 
for retailers, manufacturers, distributors, guides, out� t-
ters, ranges, stores with � rearm sales, etc. � e full range of 
insurance, including property, business income, liability, 
workers’ compensation and business auto, means Hobson 
is a one-stop shop for the industry for insurance. Kristy 
Longfellow-Hodik, vice president, stated, “we’re big enough 
to have access to a lot of programs because of our volume  
but we’re small enough that we care about people and 
doing the right thing, getting the best price and coverage.” 
Hobson is a Trusted Choice Independent Insurance Agent 
and a Best Practices Agency.

Longfellow-Hodik remarked that Hobson has programs 
approved through our agency that no one else does in the 
country. � e � rm also provides recommendations for loss 
prevention and cost control and can help guide people who 
are just getting into the industry. Hobson associated risk 
management agent Je�  DeRagnaucourt noted that there is a 
lot of insurance coverage companies need, which they don’t 
realize until it’s pointed out to them. “It’s not just enough to 
cover product liability; it’s also important to protect intellec-
tual property,” DeRagnaucourt commented. “We specialize 
in � nding markets that understand this business.” 

Longfellow-Hodik said, “Je�  understands the archery 
and hunting industry as well as the insurance industry.” 

Kevin Messner of Big Sky Underwriters puts together 

a number of the programs that Hobson uses. Big Sky and 
Hobson Insurance are both populated with a number of 
archers and hunters.

Shown above are Messner (left), Longfellow-Hodik and 
DeRagnaucourt. � e main o�  ce of Hobson can be reached 
by phone at (800) 296-7985. DeRagnaucourt is based in 
Michigan at (616) 340-9327.

� is year, Spot-Hogg introduced the Fast Eddie, based 
on the company’s popular adjustable Tommy Hogg sight. 
Kris Christensen explained the features of the Fast Eddie 
to ArrowTrade as a skeletonized version simpli� ed for the 
hunter. Spot-Hogg got rid of the some of the more com-
plicated parts, he said. While the Tommy Hogg’s minute 
adjustments make it very useful as a target sight, the Fast 
Eddie is a more economical version, using a quick-locking 
mechanism that gives you a quick adjustment instead of a 
vertical micro-drive. 

� e Fast Eddie comes with a Double Pin scope, featur-
ing two aiming � bers within the same pin. You can set the 
sight at 20 yards and then perhaps use the lower � ber as a 
35 yard mark. Where some of the company’s sights require 
an adaptor to add a lens, the Fast Eddie is lens ready; all 
the user has to do is unscrew the lid and add the lens. All of 
Spot-Hogg’s adjustable sights come with sight tapes and a 
calibration scale. 

Christensen said, “We always build our sights as tough 
as we can.” � e fact that Spot-Hogg has taken its most popu-
lar adjustable sight and made it simpler and lighter is what’s 
special about this sight, according to Christensen.

Spot-Hogg also makes safari animal tournament targets, 
releases and accessories. In this photo, Je�  Bond (left) is 
explaining one of Spot-Hogg’s sights to Eurnly Chewning, 
who was at the show representing Rangeland in Ruckersville, 
Virginia. To reach Spot-Hogg in Oregon, call (888) 302-7768.
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� e traditional bow manufacturer 
Striker Bows has come out with a new 
color line this year for its sport model. 
Dusty Ellis described it as “a bright 
new take on a traditional bow.” � e 
company had requests for a colored 
bow and was able to come up with � ve 
di� erent color options, including blue, 
yellow, green, pink and orange. � e 
colors are vertical stripes on the bow, 
not a complete color change, so the 
bow retains its natural wood appear-
ance. Ellis said the response to the new 
color options has been very good so far. 
� e sport model is only about a pound 
in weight, 58 inches long and available 
in draw weights from 30 to 60 pounds 
(in 5 pound increments) at a 28 inch 
draw length and is a re� ex/de� ex long-
bow. � e Classic is similar to the Sport 
but comes in a 60 inch length instead 
and weighs approximately 1.2 pounds. 

Striker’s line isn’t limited to these 
two bows. Its custom bow shop gives 
customers the option to customize 
the Fastback and Stinger Takedown 
by length, wood options, re� ex/de� ex 
longbow or recurve designs, etc. � e 
photo above shows Je�  Steele (left) 
of Arrowhead Archery, LLC from Del 
City, Oklahoma talking with John Ellis 
of Striker. � e Ohio bow company’s 
phone number is (419) 628-2393.

� e Nano Post is Hot Shot’s new 
release for 2015. It’s a fully adjustable 
index � nger release. While releases 
often thread in and out to adjust the 
length, the Nano Post uses teeth along 
the side that give you a micro adjust-
ment to change the length. � is means 
the release post can rotate freely for 
360 degrees and even fold back. David 
White, president of Hot Shot, said once 
you adjust it, the “release length will 
not slip.” He commented, “We took 

care of a lot of details” with this release, 
making it torque free and robust in 
addition to its adjustability. Hot Shot 
used steel jam nut inserts; that way, 
you’re not threading into aluminum. 
� e purpose behind this is to make 
sure you don’t strip out the aluminum. 
� at way, you can adjust it multiple 
times without wearing the threads out. 
� e product also has a cat’s eye hook 
design, match grade trigger crispness 
and fully adjustable trigger tension. In 
addition to index � nger releases, Hot 
Shot also makes back tension releases, 
peeps and kisser buttons. � e photo 
above shows the Nano Post release. 
Contact Hot Shot in Utah at (435) 
752-9302.

What makes Carbomask’s face 
paint special is what it doesn’t have. It 
doesn’t have oil, scent, glare or hassle 
in taking it o� . It’s clay based rather 
than grease or mineral based. Andrew 
Spence explained that the face paint 
dries � at, will stick to your skin and will 
not run even when rubbed or wet. It’s 
easy to remove because as soon as you 
apply pressure and moisture together, 
it comes o� . He said you can even 
sweat through it and your sweat will 
remain clear. � e packaging re� ects 
Carbomask’s ideology that the product 
is for performance. It’s a tool. Spence 
commented, “� e activated carbon to 
adsorb scent is like wearing a carbon 
suit on your face, except it’s fresh car-
bon every single time. It doesn’t need 
to be regenerated in a dryer.” 

The company also makes 
Carbosoap, which has activated char-
coal, baking soda and diatomaceous 
earth. � e purpose of this combination, 
Spence said, is to exfoliate the skin, 
reducing the human dander and bac-
teria trail that animals notice. Spence 
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is shown here holding two � stfuls of face paint in the 
company’s distinctive packaging. � e phone number for 
Carbomask in Illinois is (855) 897-6688.

Hunter’s Specialties has sold Scent-A-Way products for 
a number of years. However, the company isn’t satis� ed with 
what is already good and has been continually tweaking the 
line over the last several years. What’s di� erent about the 
Scent-A-Way Max spray is how it is designed. � e spray now 
not only encapsulates bacteria but also destroys it, continu-
ing to look for more bacteria, according to Terry Johnson, 
vice president of sales and marketing. Johnson commented 
that Scent-A-Way products are intended as a whole system. 
Hunter’s Specialties wants the hunter to be clean from right 
out of the shower all the way to the � eld, Johnson asserted. 
� ere are two lines: one for hunters who prefer odorless 
scent protection and one that has a “fresh earth” smell. � e 
company sells lip balm, deodorant, shampoo, conditioner, 
laundry detergent, dryer sheets, � eld wipes and sprays 

under the Scent-A-
Way brand.

Other brands 
Hunter’s Specialties 
has are Johnny 
Stewart Wildlife Calls, 
Wayne Carlton’s calls, 
H.S. Strut, i-Kam 
Xtreme and Vita-Rack. 
Rick White, a mem-
ber of the pro sta� , 
is holding one of the 
Scent-A-Way sprays. 
Dealers can contact 
Hunter’s Specialties 
in Nebraska at (319) 

395-0321.
What’s new 

at Tree Stand 
Buddy is that 
the starter kit 
now comes with 
ratchet straps. 
� e Tree Stand 
Buddy system 
uses a bracket 
that you attach 
to your stand 
and a receiver 
that you strap to 

the tree. � e receiver has a loop on it so you can use a rope 
to pull up the stand instead of carrying it. � en climb up the 
tree and slide the bracket, which is attached to your stand, 
into the receiver using treestand straps to secure it. Below, 
Paul Petrino (left in photo at bottom of page) is showing 
Elliot Huvvard of Little Acorn Outdoors from Green Bay, 
Wisconsin how to hoist up a stand.

You can buy multiple receivers so you can place them 
in di� erent trees, allowing you to move a treestand around 
instead of needing multiple stands. Petrino commented that 
people like it for safety and comfort because the stand won’t 
get stolen and you won’t have to carry the stand up and 
down the tree anymore. � e phone number for Tree Stand 
Buddy in New York is (877) 987-2723.

Shrewd Archery sells grips, scopes, stabilizers, etc. 
What’s new this year is the Essential scope. Based on the 
Mini-Mag scope, this new scope is simpli� ed and lighter. � e 
scope weighs less than .5 of an ounce. � e 29 millimeter inside 
diameter allows 
for four options 
(instead of eight) 
for razor pin 
placement and 
two options for 
integrated sight 
pins. Damon 
Newsom said, 
“Our products are 
very durable.”  � e 
replacement grips 
made by Shrewd 
are designed speci� cally for the major bows on the market as 
they come out. � ey come in aluminum and Delrin plastic. 
� e company also makes V-bars, scopes, stabilizers made 
of carbon in regular and lighter weights, a target sight and 
accessories. Many of the products are black but the hunt-
ing stabilizers, grip, V-bar and accessories come in camo. 
Jennifer and Jon Walterscheit from Little Jon’s Archery in 
Marshall, Wisconsin are at the Shrewd Archery booth with 
Newsom in this photo. Contact Shrewd Archery in Virginia 
by calling (540) 387-2922.

Rex Holmes Jr., CEO of Vapor Trail Scents, introduced 
us to the new 33 Point Buck Laundry Detergent. While 
Vapor Trail Scents has been making the 33 Point Buck Cover 
and Attractant for some time, the company decided to mix 
it with laundry detergent. � e sta�  realized people would 
take a shower, spray down, then put hunting clothes on and 
spray down again. � is roused interest in simplifying the 
process so hunters could use the body wash/shampoo and 
the detergent, then only spray down if they need to in the 
� eld. Holmes said 33 Point is the only laundry detergent on 
the market that kills scent and has an attractant. 33 Point 
Buck Cover and Attractant is made from plants, environ-
mentally friendly and safe even if you get it in your eyes. 
Because plant enzymes are more powerful than chemical 
enzymes, “it will literally eat gasoline,” according to Holmes. 
Vapor Trail Scents collects the plants itself and produces the 
laundry detergent one bottle at a time to make sure the bal-
ance between the detergent enzymes and the 33 Point Buck 
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enzymes is correct. 
Holmes, Joni Marie Burkett, and 

Tyler Yehling are pictured above in 
the Vapor Trail Scents booth. To reach 
the Mississippi company, call (618) 
708-2275.

Michael Furia, COO of Dead 
Ringer, said, “We engineer things to 
kill. I love to hunt and I use every prod-
uct we have in our line. If I won’t use 
it, I won’t sell it. If it doesn’t hold up, I 
won’t sell it.” Pro sta�  and independent 
testers also test products. Furia added, 
“I’ve used other products and I wasn’t 
satis� ed, so I tried to � x the faults 
I found.”

Dead Ringer released the Freak 
Extreme, new for crossbow hunters. It 
has two blades and comes in 100 and 
125 grain models with a 2-1/2 inch 
cutting width. It also has an integrated 
trocar tip. � e blades are made out of 
.032 stainless spring steel.

For turkey hunters, Dead Ringer 
released the Kill Switch broadhead. � e 
Kill Switch is meant for a head or body 
shot. � is broadhead uses a forward 
blade deployment technology, mak-
ing the � ight width 1-3/4 inches. What 
makes this product unique is its cutting 
width of 5 inches. � e two blades are 
made of .032 stainless spring steel with 
a T6 aluminum ferrule. � e broadhead 
weighs 150 grains and comes with a 
practice tip. Furia is holding the Kill 
Switch broadhead in this photo. Reach 
the New York company by phone at 

(585) 355-4685.
At right, Randy Ferman, 

CEO of Extreme Hunting 
Solutions, showed us the 
Stick-N-Lick. � e mineral 
block attaches to the tree 
with a lag screw. � ere is 
a patented plastic weather 
shield covering the top and 
sides of the mineral block. 
� at way, it lasts longer 

because it is more protected from the 
snow and rain. It comes in 1-1/4 pound 
and 5 pound buckets. Ferman said the 
mineral block is great for trail cam pic-
tures and as a long-term deer attractant 
where baiting is legal. 

Kandy Korn is a long-range attrac-
tant with a strong, sweet caramel smell. 
Ferman explained that it is the only 
whole grain product on the market. It 
has whole soybeans, sun� ower seeds, 
oats and corn and red, green and blue 
Power-Pellets, which contain vitamins 
and minerals. � e minimum protein 
is 18 to 20 percent. A 6 pound bag of 
Kandy Korn will treat up to 300 pounds 
of whole or cracked corn.

Above, Ferman is holding a pack-
age of Stick-N-Lick Deer Pop. Next to 
him is a sample of how the product 
works with its patented weather shield 
to maximize longevity of the product. 
To reach Extreme Hunting Solutions in 
Iowa, call (800) 347-0511.

� is year, the � agship bow for 
Obsession Bows is the Fusion Six. It 
comes with a draw stop post, giving 
you a solid back wall, which helps the 
bow hold better on the shot. Dennis 
Lewis described the feel of bow as 
“fast yet smooth and that’s hard to 
get.” � e bow weighs 4.1 pounds and 
is approximately 32-1/4 inches axle-to-
axle. � e draw length range is 26-1/2 to 
30 inches and the let-o�  is 80 percent. 
� e Fusion Six is the fastest bow yet 

from Obsession, with an IBO 
of up to 356 fps. Like most 
of the bows from Obsession, 
the Fusion Six has a PerFX 
cam system. 

In addition to the Fusion 
Six, Obsession Bows has 
the Delta Six Special Ops 
edition, Addiction OBB, 
Phoenix, Evolution, Fusion 
Seven, Knightmare GT and 
Reaper Shoot-� ru.
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� e hosts of Dirt Road Outdoor TV (Jason Irish from 
Chat� eld, Minnesota and Mark Knight from McDonough, 
Georgia) stopped by the booth to check out the Fusion Six, 
which Lewis is holding in this photo. To get in touch with 
Obsession Bows, call (478) 945-3340.

Lancaster Archery’s Jared Weaver said dealers need 
something they can o� er to customers who are new to 
archery. � e Samick Sports Sage is meant as just such a 
bow. � is 62 inch takedown recurve bow is available in draw 
weights from 25 to 60 pounds in increments of 5 pounds 
at a 28 inch draw length. Weaver explained that the bow is 
easy to set up and use, with a good margin for dealers while 
still having an a� ordable price, making it a win-win for cus-
tomer and dealer alike. 

John Wert with TradTech Archery showed ArrowTrade
the new Titan Riser, which comes in Stealth Matte Black. 
It is available in 17 or 19 inches. � e company sells risers 
separately and the buyer can decide whether to buy limbs 
to go with them from TradTech or elsewhere. � e risers have 
an ILF (International Limb Fitting) compatible limb pocket 
that accepts all ILF limbs. � e Titan is machined from air-
craft aluminum. 

In the Lancaster booth photo below, Dan Schuller 
(left) is holding the Sage, Debra MacDonald is holding the 
Polaris and Jared Weaver is holding the Black Magic. � e 
Pennsylvania � rm can be reached at (800) 829-7408.

At the Outer Limit booth, President Ben Blosser showed 
us the Blood Vanes. � ese one piece vane sleeves require 
neither a � etching jig nor heat to shrink them. To install, 
slide the vane sleeve onto the arrow, then insert a liquid 
(not a gel) � etching glue into each of the glue ports spaced 
between the vanes. Glue spreads down a small channel, 
which runs the length of the vane. Blosser said, “We made it 
a lot simpler and more durable. You could � etch in a trees-
tand if you wanted.” 

Blosser designed Blood Vanes for people who don’t 
have the knowledge or equipment to do traditional � etch-
ing. � is approach also provides more surface area to bond 
to the arrow and the humidity doesn’t have to be just right. 
Outer Limit also sells tools for arrows, strings and sight pin 
calibration. Above, Blosser is standing in the booth, holding 
one of the Blood Vane � etched arrows with a close-up of 
the Blood Vane on the wall behind him. � e Kentucky � rm’s 
phone number is (812) 483-6418.

� e Fire-N-� e-
Hole broadhead is 
made to create not 
just slices in � esh 
but a hole the size of 
a 10 gauge shotgun 
shell, Owner Kenny 
Isringhausen said. As seen here, the product is a � xed three 
blade stainless steel broadhead with an aluminum ferrule. 
Surrounding the broadhead is a ring. � e company has 
been tweaking the design for � ve years. While it punches 
holes through � esh, Isringhausen said, it’s best not to use 
it in a target because pulling it out will probably pull o�  the 
ring. � e product works best with an arrow that is 9 grams 
per inch or heavier to provide better accuracy. Isringhausen 
commented, “We call it the world’s fastest killing broadhead. 
Everything we’ve shot with it has come down in about 30 
yards.” � e broadhead comes in 100, 110 and 125 grains. In 
this picture, Ben Barth and Clam Zumpe from Community 
Archery in Rifton, 
New York are hear-
ing about the 
Fire-N-The-Hole 
broadhead from 
I s r i n g h a u s e n . 
Contact the Illinois 
company by calling 
(618) 535-1368.
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Known as a company that makes arrows for the discrim-
inating archer, Rick McKinney at Carbon Tech showed us its 
cut o�  saw blade and new arrow. � e all carbon Lynx arrow 
has a narrow diameter shaft, providing for greater penetra-
tion. It comes in 8.5, 9.5 and 10.5 gpi weights. � e respective 
spines are .500, .400 and .300 of an inch. McKinney said, 
“We’re pretty excited about it.” He’s holding the Lynx arrow 
in this picture.

Carbon Tech’s Diamond Blade saw blade is speci� -
cally designed to cut “all carbon,” not aluminum arrows. 
Once the saw blade is set up, you don’t have to readjust it 
because it doesn’t wear, McKinney said. � e blade is dia-
mond coated. � e best thing about the product is that it 
cuts all carbon arrows “like butter” and there are “no heart 
attacks when the blade blows up because it doesn’t blow up,” 
McKinney commented.

Carbon Tech also has a new crossbow arrow: the Badger. 
� e � rm can be reached in Arizona by calling (800) 951-8736.

� e Bigshot Hunt Simulator video system uses a kiosk 
and a projector to run images on video screen targets. You 
can run up to eight targets on the same system, making for 
16 shooting lanes. � e same picture will be shown on all of 
the targets. � ere are some di� erent options built into the 
system, including animals and zombies but you can also 
provide your own images/video from game cameras. 

Robert Hadding from Hadding’s Bow and Sport Shop in 
Lima, Ohio; Al Perelli of Bigshot Targets and Homer Hewitt 
from Hewitt’s Archery and Pro Shop in Ferriday, Louisiana 
are shown from left to right below.

As Perelli explained, we have a whole generation of 
people who have grown up using video games and to them, 
a paper target isn’t very exciting. He added, “Action: that’s 
what’s going to draw them in.” � e system works with stan-
dard lighting, so you don’t need a dark space. After shooting 
the arrow into the target, you can pull it out and rub at the 
screen to close up the hole. � e video screen part 
of the target is removable, so the target can be used 

without the video system. Perelli commented, “It’s just fun.” 
Call the Pennsylvania company at 888-651-0029.

� e Outdoor Group owns � ve well-known brands: Elite, 
Slick Trick, CBE, Scott and Winner’s Choice. We stopped by 
to � nd out what’s new for each of these brands.

At the Elite booth, Tim Kent, director of marketing, 
introduced us to the Synergy. From the standpoint of the 
specs, it’s a really forgiving bow, Kent stated. It weighs 4.4 
pounds, shoots 325 fps and is 33-1/2 inches from axle-to-
axle. � e brace height of just over 7 inches helps make the 
draw cycle smooth, tapering o�  quickly and resulting in very 
little holding weight at the back wall, Kent commented. � is 
year, all of the company’s bow cams, modules, cables and 
limb pockets will be treated with new Pro Kote protective 
� nish. Kent explained, “� is new � nish is the most durable 
coating we have on our components; it eliminates chipping, 
cracking and adds to durability.” Pro Kote is a special blend 
of composites, pigments, agents and modi� ers. It absorbs 
light and is non-re� ective so bowhunters don’t have to 
worry about re� ective components spooking game.  

Beth and Kyle Wood from Woodland Outdoor and 
Supply Inc. in Tippecanoe, Ohio are shown here with Britt 
Haey, who is 
holding the new 
Synergy bow. Elite 
is located in New 
York and can be 
reached at (877) 
503-5483.

� e Outdoor 
Group purchased 
Slick Trick in 
May of 2014 and 
is rebranding the 
line using the 
most success-
ful products. � e 
Magnum is the 
company’s best selling broadhead. However, “the head 
we’re really excited about as a company is the Viper Trick 
just because of how well it � ies,” Kent said. All of the broad-
heads from Slick Trick are made of 100 percent stainless 
steel and the blades are German made. � e Alcatraz blade-
lock system is how the blades are contained in the ferrule. 
“It’s very, very hard to shed a blade,” Kent commented. As 
a part of the rebranding process, Slick Trick broadheads 
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are available in a four 
pack and a 10 pack.

John Schauble, a 
buyer for Sportsman’s 
Warehouse, is shown 
here doing some 
business at the Slick 
Trick booth with 
Brad Davis (right), 
representing the 
Slick Trick brand. 
Slick Trick is based 
in New York at (855) 879-8130

Custom Bow Equipment (CBE) has a Tek Hybrid Pro 
sight using laser engraved aluminum yardage scales. “It is 
easy to change, neat and user-friendly,” Eric Griggs, vice 
president, explained.  � e sight comes with removable, 
laser engraved aluminum calibrated scales to make the 
sighting in process “as easy as shooting it at two distances,” 
Griggs said. � e Tek Hybrid Pro sight has a rapid drive travel 
adjustment. It’s on a dovetail mount with a built-in third 
axis. � e product has fully machined aluminum construc-
tion and comes with a one, three or � ve pin housing. 

At right, Harley Beachy and Corey Gibson of North 
Missouri Outdoors, 
LLC in Chillicothe, 
Missouri stopped 
by the CBE booth 
to speak with Cory 
Meade (center). CBE 
is based in Kentucky 
at (606) 663-2734.

Scott Archery
has two new releases 
this year: the Focus and the Anchor. � e Focus is the “culmi-
nation of over 10 years of release design,” Griggs mentioned. 
It’s designed around an ergonomic handle and the com-
pany focused on making it super easy to shoot. Griggs said, 
“Anybody can shoot this release.” � e release is available in 
two, three or four � nger models but the base of the release 
is the same and you can change out the � nger extensions if 
you want to change the number of � ngers you shoot with. 
� e Anchor has an enclosed index � nger hole that people 
really like because it creates a feeling of security, Griggs 
explained. “We really worked on the pivot points and the 
geometry to create a superior feel and optimize accuracy for 
this release,” he said. Like the Focus, the 
Anchor is interchangeable and comes 
in di� erent � nger options.

At right, Janice and Steve Smith, 
owners of Archery Connection, LLC in 
Phoenix City, Alabama, paused with 
Lauren Grantham (employee), Mason 
Smith (son of Janice and Steve Smith) 
and a representative of Scott Archery 
for us to take a picture. Scott Archery is 
based in Kentucky. � e phone number 
is (866) 224-6351.

Winner’s Choice bowstrings are 

built with BCY-X material. 
New colors from the com-
pany are olive and buck-
skin. Griggs remarked 
that Winner’s Choice has 
invested signi� cant money 
in research and devel-
opment as well as new 
string-building equipment 
to “improve the already 
industry-leading quality.” 
One thing Winner’s Choice decided to improve was the 
loops. � e new process it has come up with is called “iron-
clad loops.”

In the photo above, Brandon Hutchinson (left) from 
Outdoor Group and John Schauble, who is a buyer for 
Sportsman’s Warehouse, are in the Winner’s Choice booth. 
Reach Winner’s Choice at (855) 839-9200

At the Ani-Logics Outdoors booth, Dawn Freese, mar-
keting manager, stated, “We have veterinarians, scientists 
and nutritionists who are skilled in this � eld working on our 
products.” � e company makes feed speci� cally for whitetail 
deer. It was started in response to the Epizootic Hemorrhagic 
disease epidemic in 2012. Tim Neuman explained, “Our 
products are designed to help build a healthier immune 
system.” Freese said that all Ani-Logics products have attrac-
tants in them. � e Supplement 365 is a grain-based feed 
with vitamins, minerals and the Ani-Shield TX4. � is last 
ingredient is designed with anti-in� ammatory, anti-viral 
and anti-bacterial properties. � e Supplement 365 is meant 
for feeding year-round, hence its name. � e company also 
has a mineral supple-
ment for feeding in April 
through October and an 
attractant for August 
through February. 
Pictured at right, from 
left to right, are Dr. 
Reed Leiting, DVM; Dr. 
Brian Dorcey, DVM 
and Wildlife Biologist 
Tim Neuman from Ani-
Logics Outdoors. Call 
the Minnesota � rm at (844) 372-3557.

Blake Davis said, “We expanded the entire Xcentric 
line to include single cams, a short draw hybrid and our 

regular standard bow.” 
Xpedition Archery 
builds bows from a 
short draw to a target 
bow. � e Xcentric 7 
has the same XS hybrid 
cam and ATR cable 
guard technology as 
the Xcentric, with a 
7 inch brace height 
instead of 6 inches. It’s 
approximately 32-1/4 
inches axle-to-axle and 
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weighs about 3.9 pounds.  It comes in draw weights of 40, 50, 
60, 65 and 70 pounds and draw lengths from 28 to 31 inches. 
� e IBO speed is 344 fps.

� e Perfexion is a hybrid bow with an axle-to-axle 
length of about 36 inches. � e brace height is a little over 7 
inches. It comes in draw weights of 50, 60 and 70 pounds. At 
4.15 pounds, it weighs slightly more than the Xcentric 7. � e 
bow comes in two di� erent options for draw length. � e PX2 
has a draw length of 27.5 to 29 inches whereas the XS has 
a draw length of 29.5 to 32.5 inches. � e ATR cable guard, 
which eliminates moving components on the cable, comes 
on all of the company’s bows. Xpedition Archery’s parent 
company has been in the aerospace industry for many years  
and Xpedition machines all of its aluminum components 
in-house, Davis pointed out. 

In the photo above, Ross Anderson of Buckhorn Archery, 
LLC from Atoka, Oklahoma is trying out an Xpedition bow. 
Call (605) 260-0159 to reach the South Dakota company.

Carter Enterprises gave ArrowTrade the rundown on 
the 1st Choice. � e thumb trigger release is based on the 
popular Too Simple but its neck length is 1/2 inch longer 
so it matches the length of the company’s standard target 
models. Forrest Carter said that as on the Too Simple, when 
you cock the 1st Choice’s self-closing jaw, the jaw closes and 
locks automatically. Also, the set screw tension system is 
adjustable for trigger weight. Forrest said Carter Enterprises 
decided to make the longer neck length so it is easier for 
archers to switch back and forth between the company’s 
standard target models and the 1st Choice. � e product is for 
both target and hunting bows with its target quality thumb 
trigger release and universal � t handle.

Below, Devin Workman from Cutting Edge Sporting 
Goods in Greensburg, Indiana is trying out a Carter release 
while his coworker Chuck Herbert is talking with Forrest 
Carter of Carter Enterprises. Reach the Idaho company by 
calling (208) 624-3467.

At the Woods Wise booth, Jerry Peterson, founder and 
president, showed ArrowTrade the Ma-Mah series of calls for 

whitetail deer. 
He explained, 
“We conducted 
an eight year 
study with wild-
life biologists 
on the vocaliza-
tions that does 
were making 
during the peak 

of the breeding period and these calls were so uniquely dif-
ferent than any other sounds that the deer were making that 
it caused us to do a completed, detailed study.” � e company 
makes the Hot Ma-Mah Breeding Bellow and the Lost Fawn 
Ma-Mah. Both calls are rubberized and produce multiple 
sounds depending on whether you are inhaling or exhaling. 
� e University of Georgia identi� ed the vocalizations stud-
ied as “contact calls,” which are calls deer use when they are 
separated and trying to regroup, Peterson commented. He 
said the “contact calls” appeal to all ages, sexes and person-
ality types, meaning that even timid deer respond.

Woods Wise also makes predator, turkey, elk, big 
game, waterfowl and small game calls. In the photo above, 
Independent Pro Sta� er Tom Smith (left) and Jerry Peterson 
are resting in the Woods Wise booth. Order products from 
Woods Wise by 
calling (888) 
992-2557.

What the ACU 
Lok from ACU 
Archery does is 
keep people from 
accidentally dry-
� ring a bow. � e 
company has been 
selling the product 
for � ve years and 
has two versions: 
machined alumi-
num and molded 
plastic. � ey each 
fit through the 
cam on each side 
of the limb, keep-
ing the bow from 
being drawn back 
and can be used 
around the string 
and cable. Both 
the aluminum and 
molded plastic 
models use a lock 
that renders the 
bow inoperable 
for states where 

www.hushpuk.com
1-855-350-4874

STICK.  SHOOT.  SCORE.
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there are lock-up laws. � e molded plastic model comes 
in orange and is more a� ordable. � e aluminum model 
comes in a number of di� erent colors and can have a bow 
manufacturer’s logo added. � e products � t most com-
pound bows and compound crossbows. � e ACU Loks are 
reusable versus using zip ties. Josh Butcher said the bene� t 
of using the ACU Lok is that customers can be assured that 
the bows are in good condition; they haven’t been dry-� red 
or damaged. Also, consumers can use it to protect the con-
siderable investment from accidental damage from others 
drawing the bow back without realizing the consequences 
of dry-� ring. 

Jon Overton (left in photo above), owner of Overton’s 
Archery Center, LLC in Lawrence, Kansas, is speaking with 
Jerry Bishir, owner of ACU while Tim Gajewski, a shooter, 
looks on. Call ACU Archery in Indiana using the number 
(260) 563-6097.

Ozark Feather has been around for over 25 years and 
the company’s products are made with real feathers. It has 
expanded into the archery market recently to sell � etching. 
� e company has a wide range of colors available but what 
makes the products unique is the water-resistant process 
applied to the feathers in the factory, Nick Cope said. It’s an 
organic water repellent, not propane-based like some of the 
water-resistant products available. Cope said hunters have 
pulled away from feathers for � etching because they get 
waterlogged. In the near future, the company is planning to 
come out with glue as well as an applicator so you can put 
the water-resistant formula on your own feathers. For tradi-
tional archers, the company even sells North American wild 
turkey feathers. Angel Rodriguez, owner, said, “We built our 
machinery from the ground up,” so Ozark is the only com-
pany that has it.

Rodriguez and Franz Fbrhard, from the distribu-
tor Bachofner 
Bogensport in 
Switzerland, dis-
cuss the Ozark 
products in this 
photo. Contact 
Ozark Feather in 
Missouri by calling 
(417) 359-9588.

At the Kodiak 
Series Cameras 
booth, we spoke 
with Rob Chinery, 
owner, about the 

camera. What makes 
this camera unique 
is how it provides its 
own wireless net-
work. When you come 
within 100 to 200 feet 
of the trail camera, you 
can use the Kodiak 
Viewer app to down-
load and view pictures 
from the camera. � e 
app doesn’t automati-
cally save the photos; 
it allows you to pick 
which ones you want 
to save. Since the 
camera provides its 

own wireless network, you don’t have to rely on cellphone 
signals. Chinery said he got tired of having to go out and get 
SD cards. “I can sit in my nice, warm car and get the pic-
tures,” he added. � e camera can take still images or video 
recording with audio. Depending on the usage, the alkaline 
AA batteries might last 4 to 5 months, according to Chinery. 
It’s available in Mossy Oak Break-Up In� nity, Realtree Xtra 
and standard matte black. Michael Kellert, sales associate, 
said he really likes the ability to avoid disturbing the site and 
risk leaving scent behind. In the picture above, Chinery is 
holding the Kodiak game camera. To reach the company in 
New Jersey, call 844-426-3226.

We learned about the Go Pro mount and the Trail 
Camera Mount at the Cranford Manufacturing booth. 
Rodney Bell, president, said that the “nice thing about our 
products is they screw in easily.” Both products use the 
screws for which the company is well known. � e Midget 
T Trail Cam Mount has a ball swivel for 360 degree rotation 
and tilt, weighs 6.6 ounces and has a strong steel construc-
tion. � e universal mount � ts many di� erent trail cameras. 
� e Second Operation Camera Mount has the same quali-
ties but weighs 8.4 ounces and has a swivel arm to allow for 
more adjustment in how the camera points. Bell pointed 
out, “you don’t need to worry about a strap” because of the 
sturdy screw. Cranford Manufacturing also makes a number 
of tree steps and hangers that screw into trees. Below, Bell 
is holding the Midget T trail cam mount. Call the North 
Carolina company at (702) 209-1817.

� e iScope product that Chad Schuessler, vice president 
of operations, showed us is the iSpotter, which is an adapter 
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that mounts onto 
binoculars, spotting 
scopes, telescopes 
and microscopes, 
allowing the user to 
record or take pic-
tures with a smart-
phone. Schuessler 
said one thing that 
sets the iSpotter 
apart from other 
mounts is its ability 
to mount to many 
di� erent styles of 
optics. The back 

plates that hold the phone are di� erent depending on the 
model of the phone, so the company makes a number of dif-
ferent back plates. Schuessler said one of his favorite things 
about the product is that “other people can see what I’m 
seeing.” You can use the camera app on the smartphone to 
get additional magni� cation and view on your phone what 
you are seeing through the binoculars. Here, Schuessler is 
holding a scope with the company’s smartphone adapter 
attached. Call (888) 828-6966 to reach iScope in Missouri.

TriggerTech makes precision aftermarket crossbow trig-
gers. � e company has been making triggers for Excalibur 
and now also makes triggers for TenPoint, Parker and 
Mission. � ey use Frictionless Release Technology (FRT), a 
patent pending free-� oating roller that sits between the latch 
and sear. Co-founder and CEO Frank Gairdner explains, 
“� e roller eliminates sliding friction that causes creep and 
heavy pull weights. Once the 
correct pull weight is reached, 
FRT increases your accuracy 
by providing an instant crisp 
release – like breaking a glass 
rod. � ere is no creep. � e 
release weight and character-
istic is consistent, allowing the 
shooter to have precise trigger 
control.” 

The Excalibur trigger 
comes in both a one-stage and 
two-stage trigger; the others 
are currently o� ered as one- 
stage triggers. “It takes about 10 minutes to 
install the trigger,” Gairdner commented. 
“My favorite aspect of each product is the 
consistency. Because of Frictionless Release 
Technology each product has the same 
release characteristics across all platforms 
making each shot predictable and precise.” 
Pictured above is one of the triggers with its 
hardened stainless steel components vis-
ible. Call the Ontario � rm at (888) 795-1485.

Excalibur has introduced the Micro 335, 
which is the “most compact recurve cross-
bow on the market,” Ryan Hawkins stated. 
� e company decided to make it because 

of consumer demand for a smaller crossbow, Hawkins com-
mented. � e stock is skeletonized to lessen the weight, mak-
ing the bow 5.2 pounds. � e bow packs 270 pounds in draw 
weight, shoots 335 fps with a 9-1/2 inch power stroke and 
the arrow length  is 16-1/2 inches. � e Micro 335 is 25 inches 
wide, making it easier to use in a blind or a treestand. 

� e Matrix Cub is the � rst entry-level youth and wom-
en’s bow from Excalibur for target shooting and hunting. It 
weighs 5.3 pounds, with a 190 pound draw weight, 285 fps 
rating and an 11-1/2 inch power stroke. Hawkins said one 
thing he likes about the Matrix Cub is that Excalibur was able 
to take the Axiom mainframe and put it on the Matrix stock. 

In the photo above, Jane Behringer (second from left), 
owner of � e Deer Camp in Chie� and, Florida and Kellie 
Langston, bookkeeper of � e Deer Camp, sit in the Excalibur 
booth discussing products with Reid Faught (left) and Steve 
Morton. Reach Excalibur in Ontario, Canada by calling (800) 
463-1817.

Scott Bryant, owner of Skull Hooker, described the prod-
ucts as “an elegant way to display European skull mounts.” 
� e Skull Hooker Table Mount is for small to medium sized 
game such as cougar, bear, pronghorn, impala and deer. It’s 
designed to sit on a table, an o�  ce desk or a shelf. Like the 
company’s wall mounts, the table mount has a multi-posi-
tion adjustable prong so you can tweak how the head sits on 
the stand. � e product comes in brown and graphite black 
powder-coated � nishes. � is product will be available in the 
early summer. Bryant said, “We have a mount for every skull 
out there.” � e company also has products for hanging skull 
mounts on the wall.
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B r a n d e n 
Van Dyken, 
Skull Hooker 
employee, dem-
onstrates the 
Table Hooker to 
Gary Remmers 
from Hunting 
in the Sticks in 
Bedford, Kentucky 
in this photo. Skull 
Hooker’s Oregon 
phone number is 
(541) 887-8622.

The Nowear 
CRM Hybrimat 
from American 
Whitetail Targets 

is what Ralph Harris, owner, described as the “evolution of 
the bag target.” He explained that it gets rid of the bad parts 
of the bag target while keeping the easy arrow removal and 
adding repairability. � e target has a rigid foam shell with 
ballistic material inside. Instead of arrows poking holes in 
it, the material compresses, stopping the arrows. When the 
arrows start to penetrate more than you want, open up the 
plug on the target and rearrange the ballistic material inside 
to increase the target’s stopping power again. It’s designed 
to work well with high-power bows. � is model of the target 
also has a woven screen that the arrows shoot through � rst, 
spreading the screen out rather than poking holes in it. � e 
screen is replaceable. Some of the shooting ranges at the 
show were using this target. � ere are three di� erent mod-
els of the Hybrimat.  

Below, Ralph Harris, owner and Naomi Harris, graphic 
designer of American Whitetail Targets, stand next to 
the Hybrimat target. Call the Indiana company at (888) 
233-1976.

Full Flight Technologies, maker of the Velocitip ballis-
tic system, has an app, named “Uno,” to help with bow sight 
calibration. You can use the app by itself or with the Velocitip. 
� e Velocitip is a computerized arrow point that works with 
a docking station to measure acceleration, speed, kinetic 
energy, momentum and more. Uno is available for iOS and 
Android. � e app provides sight settings based on one sight 
mark. Joe Wilken, pro sta�  shooter, said, “You can sight it in 
to 20 yards and you’re good to go.” Robert Donahoe, CEO, 
explained that to use the Uno app, sight in at one distance 
and provide the app with arrow speed (easily gathered from 
the Velocitip), vane type and peep measurements. � e app 
will then display custom sight marks up to 80 yards for your 
setup. You can also customize the pin selection. Finally, 
position your sight 
pins to match the pin 
positions displayed on 
the phone. 

In this photo, 
Graham Weller 
and Kevin Weller 
from Wales Archery 
Specialists in the 
United Kingdom 
check out the prod-
ucts explained by 
Full Flight Director 
of Sales Tim Degraw. 
Velocitip is based in 
Massachusetts and 
can be reached by 
calling (617) 448-7806.

At the Kinsey’s booth, we saw what was going on with 
BlackHeart, Fin-Finder, Elevation and October Mountain 
Products. To order products from Kinsey’s in Pennsylvania, 
call (800) 366-4269.

� e BlackHeart brand makes strings and cables spe-
ci� cally for crossbows. It also sells accessories. � e company 
makes cables for Barnett, Carbon Express, Horton, Mission, 
Parker, Stryker, TenPoint and Wicked Ridge. BlackHeart 
makes strings for these companies as well as Excalibur. 
Dale Howe said the company has a unique glide-lock center 
serving method that helps the company serve the string so 
tightly that the strings don’t separate as easily. Tight serv-
ing reduces friction. Howe added that BlackHeart takes the 
time to make a custom string for each bow brand, not just 
changing the string length but also counting the strands 
used speci� cally for the bow. Below, Howe is holding one of 
BlackHeart’s crossbow strings.
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� e Fin-Finder brand has the Poseidon bow. “It is 
designed speci� cally for bow� shing,” Matt Smith, consumer 
brands manager at Kinsey’s, said. It has split limbs, pre-
stretched strings and cables and a premium Te� on cable 
slide. Another interesting product from this company is the 
Hydro-Glide Pro bow� shing arrow rest, which has a Te� on 
channel, a micro-drive system and stainless steel hardware 
as well as heavy-duty T-6 aircraft grade aluminum construc-
tion. In addition to this, “it is 100 percent tool-less,” Smith 
explained. In the picture above, Bill Meha� ey, sales pro-

fessional, is drawing back 
the Poseidon bow.

Elevation is a new 
line of cases, the main 
one being the Altitude 
bow case, held by Dakota 
Royer, sales professional, 
in the photo. What makes 
these cases di� erent is 
that they are soft-sided, 
coupled with a “plush 
material inside, almost 
like a guitar case lining,” 
as Royer said. � e cam 

cradle is a � rmer section of the case to provide more protec-
tion to the cams. Royer commented, “We’re trying to give you 
some of the bene� ts of a hard case in a soft case.”  � e cradle 
is removable. � ere are also pockets that are reinforced to 
protect other smaller items, like stabilizers and � etching.

Dale Howe from October Mountain Products (OMP) 
showed us the Versa-Cradle Bow Vise and Stand. � is prod-
uct is meant to make working on bows eas-
ier. � e stand has a baseplate for stability. 
� e patented ball-system on the vise rotates 
360 degrees, making for rapid adjustments. 
Howe said it frees up your hands so it’s eas-
ier to work on bows. You can walk all around 
the bow. He commented that it works with 
crossbows, compounds, recurves and long-
bows.  � e vice is also sold separately so you 
can attach it to a table.

At right, Drew Arnesen, Matt Smith and 
Kelsey Gorman from OMP are gathered 

around the Versa-Cradle Bow Vise and Stand.
Trophy Rock, a division of Redmond Minerals, started 

selling mineral rock salt to the hunting industry in 2002. 
� e Trophy Rock comes from a deposit in Utah and has 
about 65 minerals in it. � e company doesn’t put any addi-
tives in the product. Joe Anderson, founder of Trophy Rock, 
described how it’s gathered: “We drill, blast it, bring it out of 
the mine and shrink-wrap it.” � en Trophy Rock sends it out 
to customers.

Besides the large rock option, Trophy Rock also makes 
Four65, which is the same product but crushed so the hunter 
can mix other things with it if he or she wants. � e product 
is meant for deer year-round. Blake Butler said that it’s great 
at bringing in deer 
for a trail camera 
survey of what’s 
in the area. In 
the photo above, 
Josh Butchery 
and Jordan Divine 
from Dillard’s 
Sporting Goods 
in Bloomington, 
Indiana are check-
ing out products 
with Anderson 
(center). Order 
from the Utah 
company by call-
ing (888) 521-7771.
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